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Answer any FIVE questions. Each question carries 10 marks.

(5x 10 = 50)

to amend the Consiiluiion iindct Aiiiclc
1. Elaborate on the Indian Parliament’s power

368 with limitations, if any.

in the Ninth Schedule alter .April

the touchstone of violation ot lundamental

in detail the history ot ninth schedule ol

2. The Supreme Court held that all such laws included m

24, 1973 would be tested individually on

rights or the basic structure doctrine. Discuss in

Indian Constitution in connection with pow-ers ofjudicial review.
ol basic si rue III re vi

3, Examine in detail (critically if retiuired) the widening hori/.ons

the Indian Constitution through judicial interpretations.
on!\ nen"

4. “According to the thesis of "implied limitations" of fundamental right,

those necessary for their existence
legal limitations to human rights are

\\ hv'-leas a

if the\ were not restricteC.
Fundamental right are inherentK limited from the outset, as

the doctrine of implied limitations.could not exist together.”Elaborate

“As regards to Indian Constitution

when it comes to its aiTvendability.” Examine

on

, it strikes a balance between the rigidity and ne\ibilii\

the rigidity and Hexibility of Indian

amendments ot the same and \ia judicitil

5.

Constitution through an analysis ot important

interpretations.Ha.
Kcsavananda Bharati ease, the

6. “Through the basic structure principle evolved i
m

; of Constitutional history by denying the assertion
Supreme Court changed the course

matter of amending the Constitution at solcU on the

fundamental rights
of supremacy of Parliament in

basis of requisite voting strength, quite unmindful of the basic or
and constitutionalism,

of basic fealures of the Indian

of citizens’. Discuss in detail about the basic structure doctrine

7. Examine in detail the various judicial interpretations

of judicial review as a basic Icaturc.Constitution with special reference to powers

of the basic structure doctrine as a limitation on the
Elaborate on the importance

Parliament’s legislative power in connection with powers conferred under Article 'uiX

8.

of the Indian Constitution.
0


